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User manual for the CO2Vking
Air Transport
This device is using a Lithium-Polymer battery with a nominal voltage of 3.7 volts. The maximum charging
voltage is 4.2 V.
A 1000 mAh battery is holding a power of 3.7 Wh at 3.7 V. The device with its mounted battery can be perfectly
shipped and transported by air, if the battery power is less than 20 Wh and if the power is physically
disconnected from the electronic circuits.
This is why the device has a mechanical slider switch to isolate the power from the electronics.
If you have any doubts about this, you can read the information provided by the links at the end of this notice.

Preparation and mounting of the battery
Before first use, it is recommended to check the presence of a battery in the battery compartment.
To open the battery compartment, first, the protective cover n°1 (containing the ring for the karabiner) hiding the
switches, has to be slid away as indicated on the picture.

Then, you can remove the battery compartment cover n°2 by sliding it away, as indicated on the picture.

This device is only working with a lithium-polymer 3.7V battery of type 18650 with « positive tip » (TP). An
18650 with « flat-top » (FT) won't work, because it needs the TP for detecting an eventually wrong way round
mounted battery. If you insert a FT battery, or if a TP battery is mounted the wrong way round, the device won't
work, because the TP needs to make contact with the plus « + » pole of the power supply.

To keep the device working when mechanical shocks occur, the minus « - » pole needs to make its contact
through the side of the battery, with the negative pole of the power supply. This is why about 1 sq cm needs to be
cut away of the isolating heatshrink of the battery housing at the minus side, as shown in the picture.
If a battery is damaged or does not charge anymore, it needs to be replaced by a similar battery.
To guarantee operation when mechanical shocks occur, the minus « - » contact of the battery compartment will
push sideways against the negative battery housing. If you need to take out the battery of its housing, this can be
done by carefully using pliers, as shown on the photo.

To insert a battery correctly, insert the plus « + » towards the inside of the compartment de battery, as shown in
the picture.

Only when the battery is correctly mounted, it will be possible to slide back on the battery compartment cover
n°2, pushing it fully over like indicated on the picture.

The device is ready for transport if the power switch is in position "1", cutting the power from the instrument.

If you want to use the device, you can slide the power switch to position "2" (towards the right, or in the
direction of the battery compartment), which will activate the device. Its initialisation sequence will be started
and it will beep twice within two seconds.
If you do not hear these two beeps, the buzzer might be disabled. If you would like to hear the beeps from the
buzzer, you can activate it by sliding to the right the small switch below the USB port.
Finally, you can put back the switches' cover n°1 by pushing it in the direction of the arrow, as indicated on the
picture.

Power supply management, battery charging
In measurement mode, the momentary power consumption will be the sum of the following individual
consumptions :
- processor (4-7 mA when active, or a few uA in standby) ;
- display (between 2 and 20 mA, depending on the active number of pixels) ;
- sensor CO2 (12 mJ per measure, or 3.5 mW for 50 microseconds or 1.1 mA during 50 µs with a peak of 33 mA
during 5 µs ; stable measurement in 1.2 seconds) ;
- sensor Clima (4 µA average) ;
- buzzer (4 mA in active mode).
At startup and between measurement cycles, the device will display the battery voltage Vbat.
The battery is correctly charged when a voltage shows between 3.60 and 4.27 V. Out of this voltage range, the
BMS (Battery management system) will stop the charging process over 4.25 V and cut off operation of the
device below 3.20 Volt.
It is advised not to use the device when the battery voltage drops below 3.20 V, because this would risk damage
to your battery and it would not recharge any more. If the battery is damaged or does not recharge any more, it
needs to be replaced by an identical lithium-polymer battery of 3.7V type 18650 with « positive tip » (TP). An
18650 with « flat-top » (FT) won't work, because it needs the TP for detecting an eventually wrong way round
mounted battery.
It is not possible to use any other battery type, which would damage the device and void the guarantee. Never
use any LiFePo4 in this device, because they only work at 3.2 V. The instrument's charging circuit would
destroy this type of batteries and the instrument itself.
To replace a battery, see the aforementioned information in «preparation and mounting of the battery».
If the battery voltage drops too low, the yellow LED next to the micro-USB jack will flash. The battery can then
be charged by connecting an energy source to the micro-USB jack, delivering 5 V and minimum 100 mA, like
solar chargers, powerbank, computers or other USB outlets. They can recharge a 1000 mAh battery in about 12
hours, if completely discharged. Batteries with greater capacity will take longer to recharge.
As soon as the correct voltage is resent at the micro-USB jack, the yellow LED will light during the complete
charging cycle, until the battery is full, when the LED will go dark.

Naturally, to recharge a battery through the micro-USB jack, the battery switch has to be in position "2" to
ensure contact between the battery and the charger electronics. If the yellow LED is not lightning during the
charging, the position of this slider needs to be verified. If the position of the slider is correct and the yellow
LED is still not on, this means that the battery is already full.
It is possible to recharge the battery through the micro-USB jack during measurement operation of the
instrument. The display could dim to save energy.
It's also possible to use the device powered by USB (power-bank, external source or battery, solar supply,
computer or any other USB outlet supplying the correct voltage) without a battery in the compartment or, if any,
without using the battery, when the slider is in position "1". In the latter case, the battery will not be charged
through USB.
It is very important to use a good quality USB cable, whose screen is not capacitive to the ground, to avoid
receiving parasite signals causing interference of the instrument's functions. Some types of USB-cables contain
voltage coded for certain tablets or smartphones and it is not advised to use those cables.
A compatible USB charging cable is provided with this unit.

Use, start-up, initialisation
This instrument is for measurement of climatological parameters in confined spaces. It should not be used in
conditions where its use or malfunctioning could endanger the health or the life of people.
During normal use, the CO2 sensor should be covered by its protective filter, adapted to its use. It should not be
covered by any other object, neither held in water or mud. The protective filter cap should not be damaged or
deformed, which would void any guarantee.

The Clima sensor (temp/pressure/humidity) should not be covered, either; if so, the displayed temperature would
not be correct. This sensor should not be covered by any other object, neither held in water or mud.
The on/off switch is situated behind the key ring cover n°1 and is accessible by sliding the cover towards the left.

The instrument can work on battery when the switch is in position "2", towards the right, or towards the battery
compartment, making contact between the battery and the electronic circuits.
Operation is stopped in position "1" (towards the left) of the slider, cutting off contact and avoiding the battery to
discharge.

On startup, the instrument will beep twice within two seconds. If there is a problem, another beep will follow
and the red error LED on the left of the USB jack will light.
If you do not hear these two beeps, the buzzer might be disabled. If you would like to hear the beeps from the
buzzer, you can activate it by sliding to the right the small switch below the USB port.
During use, the micro-USB and the switches should be protected by the cover n°1.

During operation, the device can be carried in an overall pocket or small kit, if made out of cordura or breathing
material. The instrument can also be carried with the karabiner through the ring of cover n°1.
When the device is not carried inside a pocket, its reactivity to changing parameters will be more rapidly.

As soon as you switch on the device by sliding the on/off switch to position "2" or when you hook up a USB
power source, the initialisation sequence starts.
You don't need to do anything to use the instrument. Everything is functioning automatically.
If you want to restart the device (to calibrate or to reset the zero altitude point at a cave entrance, for instance),
you can press the minus « - » button for a second.

The system is initialising the counters and resetting the altitude reference to zero meters :

During operation, a push on the minus « - » button is doing the same as by switching on the device: the system is
initialising the counters and resetting the altitude reference to zero meters .
It is advised to reset the zero meters altitude point at a cave entrance or above a pitch.
Then, you have the option to calibrate the instrument (it is advised to do so 1x per month).
If you do not want to perform calibration, do not push any key and pas on to section B.
A. Optional zero point calibration:
The device is supposed to be surrounded by clean air containing 410 ppm of CO2 (as of 06/2018). If a higher
carbon dioxide level is detected, the device is proposing 2 options:

1/ calibrate the low-end of the CO2 sensor: if you press and hold the plus « + » button within 4 seconds,
you are confirming you want to calibrate : (if you don't hold the button plus « + » within 4 seconds, the
device continues its normal initialisation, like in section B)
If you press and hold the plus « + » button for 4 more seconds, you confirm that you are outdoors, in
pure air, supposed to contain 410 ppm of CO2, ready to calibrate the low-end of the CO2 sensor:

In this case, be sure that the device is surrounded by clean air.
(if you are NOT outdoors in clean air, release the key to cancel calibration and to continue normal
initialisation, like in section B)

As soon as the ABC (Automatic Baseline Calibration) starts: release the plus « + » key.

30 seconds later, the device displays the calibration has been done :

Then; the instrument continues normal initialisation, like in section B.
2/ ignorer la proposition de calibrer, et continuer à utiliser l’appareil dans son cycle normal de
fonctionnement, comme sous point B, en attendant 3 secondes.
B. Normal measurement cycle :
If not pressing any other keys, the instrument is performing continuous measurements
Regularly, battery voltage is measured, and if it is too low, a message "recharge!" is displayed. It is possible to
use the micro-USB to recharge the battery during measures.
Then, the different Clima measures are displayed (T°, Pr, HR):

Later, the depth is displayed (calculated by the barometric pressure) in relation to the altitude zero point (if you
have been resetting zero altitude at the cave, see above):

Finally, the gas sensor is measuring the concentration of CO2 % (1% = 10.000 ppm).

If the actual gas concentration is higher than 0.5% (5000 ppm) CO2, the buzzer will beep (if the buzzer has been
activated, see above).
At the end of the cycle, the screen displays the depth (in relation to the zero altitude point of the entrance) at
which the maximum CO2 concentration has been detected:

To switch off the instrument completely, unhook the USB-jack and slide the power switch in « off » position.

Maintenance service
The instrument should not be exposed to prolonged periods of extreme heat or sunrays. Ultraviolet and infrareds
can interfere with the operation of the device.
Although the housing is resistant, the screen and the sensors stay sensible to impacts and shocks.
The housing is made of ABS (Acrylonitrile butadiene styrene) which is sensible to solvents. Clean only with a
humid cloth.
The resin joints between the housing parts and their paint layer should not be removed.
During normal use, the CO2 sensor should be covered by its protective filter, adapted to its use. It should not be
covered by any other object, neither held in water or mud. The protective filter cap should not be damaged or
deformed, which would void any guarantee.
The Clima sensor (temp/pressure/humidity) should not be covered, either; if so, the displayed temperature would
not be correct. This sensor should not be covered by any other object, neither held in water or mud.
The instrument does not need any internal maintenance. Separating the housing halves will destruct the bonding
resin which is protecting the sensors and sensitive elements inside. No user serviceable parts inside. Opening the
housing will void guarantee. In case of damage to the housing, the device can be returned for repair or ecoresponsible recycling.
If you have any other questions, don't hesitate to contact the links below. You might need your device's serial
number. The unique serial number can be read onscreen during startup. It can also be found on the installation
CD accompanying the instrument.

Links
* Information: http://lab.vKing.Earth
* Service: lab@vKing.Earth
* Information on air transportation of li-ion batteries:
https://www.iata.org/whatwedo/cargo/dgr/Documents/DGR-59-EN-2.3a.pdf
https://www.iata.org/whatwedo/cargo/dgr/Documents/passenger-lithium-battery.pdf
https://www.iata.org/whatwedo/cargo/dgr/Documents/lithium-battery-guidance-document-2017-en.pdf
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